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Editor's introduclion: Mascolinilies

Th_e_papers in this issue come from two conferences on opposite sities
off 	 Pacific. In February 1991 a conference on "Unraveling Masc(17
linilies was heti' at the University of California, - Davis, sponsored by
the university's Women's Studies Program and the Center for Com-
parative Research. In June 1991,a conference on "Research on Mamm-
linity and Men in.Gender Relations" was held at Macquarie University.
Sydney, sponsored by the Australian Sociological Association.

Fach was, in its way, a path-breaking evenl. Together they marked a
significant moment in discourse, where projects of feminism, gay
theory,.sociology, and cultural analysis intersectecl. The pictu res oí men
in sexual politics that arise from this intersection have an intellectual
quality and a political resonante very difieren( from the essentialist dis-
cource of masculinity that has become startlingly popular (in North
America at least) al the sane historical moment.

It seemed tu a number of ()copie involved in these conferences that
what was emerging shoukl he shared with a wider audience, and with
one voice they elected me to do the work. It has been an interesting
exercise in synthesizing the unsynthesizable. As Rogoff and Van Leer
note in their "Afterthoughts," conferences constitute discourses, and
even disciplines. There is an embryo academie discipline ()I > "Men's
Studies" now on ()fíen Few of the authors here would embrace U. Whal
we have in this vol unte instead, 1 hope, is a kind of meeting, where a
number of projects illuminate each odien

This implies that diversity of purpose does not destroy the possibility
of talking lo each other and giving mutual aid. The :mieles here (filler
in original audience, pu rposc, and tone. Some originated as com-
mentary on others (Messner, Slacey, R( )golf and Van Leer), rellecting
the structure of the Davis conference, and !heir "occasional" character
should he borne in mi ud. As editor, I have not triad tu reduce them lo a
common style, let alune a conmum perspective. 1 have wanted lo show
the readers of Theory and Soden , not only argument among positions,
hut also the variety of types of intellectual work that can usefully come
int() play with each other. I hope ibis also makes for livelier reading.

What is al issue here - and why I think the collection as a whole is
worth attention - is different Ir( mi the questions about heterosexual
"sex roles," masculine "itleniity," and the travails of the masculine
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psyche that have dominated the English-language literature on "mascu-
linity" in the recent past. It is, perhaps, too easg for academice to
dismiss the excesses of the drum-beating "men's movement" and the
distortions in BIy's besbselling !ron John: the silente about gay men,
the distancing of women, the refusal to address privilege. It is harder,
but essential, to offer substancial altematives to these ways of thinking.

We have in this collection, not a new synthesis, but a clear indication of
the emerging set of issues to be addressed. The leading questions here
concem sexuality and its social meaning, systems of domination and
the ways they are contested, the construction and deconstruction of
cultural representations of the masculine, men's material interests and
the divisions among men.

What is at stake in these discussions is our vision of the future of sexual
politics in the rich capitalist countries. In the last decade, there has
been a global restoration of patriarchy and capitalism, reflected in the
tlight from feminism of the "men's movement," but much wider in
scope. If the project of social justice is to become the core of sexual
politics among heterosexual men, and if there is to be mutual support
between progressive politics across the divisions between gay men and
straight, and between women and men, we need a deeper understand-
ing of a whole range of issues about everyday life, about mass culture,
and about gender and sexual politics on a global scale. I hope the arti-
cies in this issue of Theory and Society will help with that task.

The people mainly responsible for organizing the two conferences were
Judith Newton and Jack Goldstone (Davis), Linley Walker and Mark
Davis (Macquarie). My thanks to them, and to other fellow-workers
involved; also to the authors of these articles for good humor in the
face of editorial demands, and for their engagement with troubling,
important issues.

Bob Connell
Macquarie University, Sydney

The big picture: Masculinities in recent world history

R. W. CONNELL
University of California, Santa Crin

This anide addresses the question of howwe should study rnen2j-
Welations, and what view of modem world history an understanding
of masculinity might give us. 1 star[ with the reasons why "masculinity"
has recently become a cultural and intellectual problem, and suggest a
framework in which the intellectual work can be better done. The bis-
tOriCity of "masculinity" is best shown by cross-cultural evidente on the
differing gender practices of men in different social orders. The core of
the paper is a sketch of the historical evolution of the forms oí mascu-
linity now glohally don/Minn. This shows their imbrication with the mi-
litary, social, and cconomic history of . North Atlantic capitalist states,—
artirEbeCially wich imperialism 1 tus history provides the necessitry
hasis for an understanding of the major institutionalized forms of mas-
culinity in contemporary "first world" countries, and the scruggles for
hegemony among them. 1 conclude with a hrief look at the dynamics of
marginalized and subordinated masculinities.

Studying "masculinity"

Masettlinity as a cultural ',rabien:

The tau that conferences about "masculinities" are being held is signill-
cant in its own right. Twenty-five years ago no one would have thought
of doing so. Both the men-and-masculinity literature that has bubbled
up in the interval' and the debates at conferences and seminars, testify
that in some part of the Western intelligentsia, masculinity has become
prohlematic in a way it never %vas before..... 

There is no douht what cued the discovery of chis prohlem. It was, first,
the advent of Wornen's riberano]] at the end of the 1960s and the
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growth of feminist research on gender and "sex roles" since. Second -
as important intellectually though of less reach practically - it=he
advent of Gay Liberation and the developing critique of heterosexuali-
ty of lesbians and gay men.

While much of the key thinking about masculinity confirmes to be done .••••-"--
by radical feminists and gay activista, concern with the issue has spread
much more widely. The nature and politics of masculinity have been
addressed by the new right, by heterosexual socialists, and by psycho-
therapists of wondrous vatiety. 2 Four years ago 1 wrote a short essay on
the "new man" for a daily paper in Sydney, and a journalist fricad com-
mented that masculinity seemed to he the flavor of the year in jour-
nalism, with stories about men at childbirth, fathering, the "new sen-
sitive man," men doing housework, and so on.

Something is going on; but what? Writers of the masculinity literature
of the 1970s pictured change as a break with the oid restrictive "male
sex role," and the rapid cmation of more equal relations with women.

1.3:-Th-e-y-Were far  too optimistic - and missed most oí the politics of the h \ y /tv • n.

process. Segallas aptly called the pace of change among heterosexual
men "slow motion," and she has shown the political complexities of
reconstructing masculinity in the case of Britain. The lending style of
gay masculinity in English-speaking coururies went from camp to
"done" in a decade, and gay politics then ran finto the wall of the new
right and the HIV epidemic. Commercial popular culture, in the era of
Rambo movies and Masters of the Universe toys, has reasserted mus-
clebound and destructive masculinity and has made a killing.3

So, to say masculinity has become "problematic" is not necessarily to
sayiender relations are changing for the better, ,, It is, rather, to say that
cultural turbulence around themes of masculinity has grown. An arena 11.1-"J"7

has oponed up. What direction gender relations move will in parí be ca
determined by the politics that happens in this arena. And this vcry
much involves the intelligentsia. Intellectuals are hearers of the social
relations of gender and makers of sexual ideology. The wity we do our
intellectual work of inquiry, analysis, and reportage has consequences;
epistet~exual politics are Intertwined..4

Masculinity as un &l'enema! pmblem

Such awareness is not common in the English-language literature on
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men-and-masculinity. Indeed the implicit delinitions of masculinity in
this literature have limited its intellectual and political horizons quite
severely.

Closest lo common:seuse ideas is the notion of masculinity as a /uy- a..12-33-c
essence, an Muer coie lo the individuill. This may be inher- 1) 33 ' -

ited, or it may be acquired early in lile. In either case it is carried for-
ward lato later lile as the CSSC1102 of a mutis being. pseudo-biological
versions of ibis concept abonad. A more sophisticated version draws
on psychoanalytic ideas to mesen( masculinity as an Identity laid down
in early childhood by family constellations. Stoller's conception ot 	 •
"coregender..identityris„probably the mos' influential. bitas had a
good run in blaming mothers for transsexuality, and psychologizing the
antbropology of masculinity.'	 -	 _ -

The conception of masculinity as a psychological essence obliterates 	 - ,
1. 11.5about social stretétiircand ¡he . hi s toriCal.dymtinic 21	 4

•

relations At Best, the formation of masculinity within the family is
treated as a moment of reproduct ion of the gender orden At worst, an
ahistorical masculino essence, as unchanging as crystal, is set up as a
criterion against which social arrangements are judged, and generally
found wanting. Exactly ibis formula is exploited by the Rambo film~"

The conception of a nade ser role, the staple of American masculinity
literature in the 1970s and early 1980s, promises heder t han this. It
places delinitions of masculinity firmly in the realm oí the social, in
"expectations," "stereotypes," or "role models." This allows for clmgc.
There may he role strain, conllict within or about the role, shiffing role
delinitions. It also allows for a certain diversity. Role theorists can ac-
knowledge that the "black niale role" may be different from the "white
male role."2.

Hut these gains are %light. Sex-rolethem y is dr astically inadequale as a
framework for understanding gender. The role concept analyr

int() an assertion uf individual agency; it saueezes qui the , chillo-
119LI o2a)(111113;cf	 Jure. li gives no grip on the distribution of power, on
the institutional organization of gender, on the gender structuring oí
pnduction. Role theory rests on a superficial analysis of  num:um-
sonahly  and motives. It gives no grip Oil the emononal contradictions
of sexuality, or the emotional complexities of gender in everyday lite,
which are revealed by fine-textuied field research.'



though rarely pursuing feminist themes, have come up with accounts (di
local constructions of masculinity very different from the mid-Atlantiel
norm. Notable examples are Herzfeld's account of the "poeties of man-
hood" centering on sheep-staniiiig in a Creían village; Herdt's discus- !
sion of ritualized homosexuality and the Hule cult as "idiOnts of mas-
culinity" in a Melanesian culture; and 13olton's curious but evoative
study of the slogans painted on their vehicles by Peruvian truck-
drivers.1'

Putting such accounts together might load lo a coinparative soeiology
of masculinity capable of challenging m any of our cultura :s received
notions. Some studies have already been pul lo this use. 'Etats Lidz and
Lidz use the Melanesian evidence to challenge convencional psyclio-
analytic accounts of the production of masculinity via oedipal retal ion-
ships.12

But the familiar comparative method rests on an assumption of intact,
separate cultures; and that assumption is not defensible any more.
European imperialism, global capitalism under U.S. hegemony, and
modem communications have brought all cultures into contact, obli ter-
ated many, and marginalized most. Anthropology as a discipline is in
crisis because of this. The dimension of global history must now be a
part of every ethnography. And that is true for ethnographies of mas-
culinity as well.

„
a-N - ( , »1.

eTts,

.4,,,Lf	 la—	 r.
t;.

Towards a new fratnework: A political sociologr of tnelik Pender reía-
ilota

To grasp the intellect ual ami political opportunity that is now (Ten
requires a shift in the strategic conception of research and in our under-
standing of the object of knowledge. The object of knowledge is not a
reified "masculinity" (as encapsulated, with its reified partner
"femininity," in (he psychological scales measuring M/F and androgy-
ny). The object of knowledge is, rather, men's.Seraukojp
tender relations. It is true that (bese places may besynSflieally con-
ostersucatree odre suhject of representation research); and that (hese practi-

organized transactionally and_in thelifeepurse (the suhject of
sex role and personality research). Thus the main topics of existing
men-and-masculinity studies are included in this conception of the
field. But 'hese Ripies can only be understood in relation loa wiler
spectrum of issues that must now be systematicallyincludedin the figld
of argumem.

e, a,

-s"A
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A third book of work locates masculinity in discourse or treats it via Lit, "' r '''' y_. 	 . ,cultural representations. Early writing on media stereotypes has now +(i>rce- ^ • f' —,,te-'' — '
been iranittrtennar a much more supple and penetrating account of 	 1

the symbolic structures operating within particular genres. One of the
best pieces of recen( North American writing about masculinity, Jef-
fords's The Remasctdinization of America, traces the reshaping of the
collective memory of the Vietnam . Wat- by novelists and filmmakers.
This is a striking reversa' of the slow de-sanitizing of the Second World
War traced by Fussell in Wartime. Theweleit's much-quoted Ma/e Fan-
uzsies similarly locates sources of Ger man fascism in discourses linking
war and sexuality.9 These studies are politically sophisticated, even. ,   	 _
politically vibrant, in a way the discourse of "sex roles" n' ayer has been.
They attend to issues of  p=r to manees  and complexities in jhe ?skr , "
representation of masculinity, to contradiction and change. But be- c....•...ta; e
cause they operate wholly within the world of discourse they ignore

istheOliaL structuring of those practico. Their politics is inevitably reactive.
ir own conditions of existence in thepractices of gender and in:pe

One can get from such criticism no p7o-raCtiVé idea of how to change
oppressive gender relations - except perhaps to fly back in time and
write a better war novel.

The limitations of our current approaches, to masculinity are summed
up by the startling ethnocentrism of most of the English-language liter- 1. 0.),3 `	 r
artfre. B3 ihts 1 don't-only mean white, middle-class writers' habit of 31- ‘11"	 /
taking white, middle-class experience as constituting reality and mar-
ginalizing or ignoring men who work with their hands or who come
from other ethnic groups. That habit exists, of course. Class and  race
11~ is particularly blatam in the_therapeutic literature on mas-

It has been under challenge for some time, with little effecti"
Rather, 1 mean the more startling ethnocentrism by which a discourse
of "masculinity" is constructed out of the lives of (at most) 5 percent of
the world's population of men, in one culture-area, at one moment in
hisTóry.Since	 overgeneralizatión-from culturally specific custom is
virtually the basis of sociobiology, it is not surprising that the literature
resting on notions of masculinity as a psychological essence should be
ethnocentric. It seems more remarkable that the sex-role literature, and
the analysis ordiscourse, should be so incunaus about other civiliza-_
'tions and other periods of history.

A cure is at hand, in a body of research that has developed quite sepa-
rately from the men-and-masculinity literature. Ethnographers in a -	 ,
number of culture arcas, doubtless sensitized to gender by feminism	 •.4,-ip

7 1'
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Pirs masculinity aspersonal practicy cannot_beisplategfrom lis
annext. Mosi Miman acuvily is institutionally bound. Three

institutions - the state, the workplace/labor, market, and the familY -
are of particular importance in the contemporary organizador] of
gender.

T_hus we cannot begin to talk intelligibly about "masculinily and power"
without addressing the institutionalized masculinization of state elites,
the gender differentiation of parts of the state apparatus (consider the
military in the Culi deployment), the historyrif state stuttegiesIOLfile
gontrol of populations via women'skrtility, The sexual clivision of
labor in production, the masculinizad charaeter of the very concept of
"the economic," the levels of income and asset inequality between men
and women, make it impossible to speak about "masculinity and work"
as if they were somehow separate entines being brought int() relation.
Hansot and Tyack have correctly emphasized the importance of
"thinking institutionally" in the case of gender and schooling, and their
point has much wider relevance. Ir is not roo strong to say that masculi-

I

ninutiaarkofinstawions, and is produced, in institucional- life, as
much as it és an aspect of personality or produced in interpersonal

, transactions."

Second masculinities as cultural forms cannot be abslracted from
sexuality, which is an essijtbal.dimension of.the-social 	 ti-
c t 	 has bderi leeched out of much of the literature on mas-
culinity. This perhaps reflects an assumption that sexuality is pre-social,
a natural force belonging to the realm of biology. Burwhile sexuality
addresses the body, it is itself social practico and constitutive of the
social world. There is no logical gap between sexuality and organiza-
tional life. Their close interconnection has been recently documentad
in iniportant studies of the work place by J. Hearn and W. Parkin and by
Pringle. The sextialization pf militaryJik is evident from work on sol-
diers' language as well as in the more emotionally honest soldiers' auto-
biographies."

Since gender relations produce boga sedeinequalities - in rnost con-
ternporary difitures, dilleCtive advantages for men iV(.1 disadvantages
for women - masculinily up(tClbitkoditultis_wayrnust be untlerstOild as
political. I mean "political" in Ihe simple, conventional sense of the
struggle for searce resourees, the mobilization of power and the pursuit
of taches on beban' of a particular inierest. Interests are constituid]
within gender relations by the Deis of inequality. They aire out horno-
geneous, indeed are generally extremely complex, bui ihey are power-
ful determimints of social ad hin.

Different masculinities arise in relation lo this structure of interests and
embody different conunitments and difieren( lactics or strategies. I
have suggesled elsewhere that hegemon ic masculinity in patri:in:by can
be understood as embotlying a successful strategy for Ihe subordina-
tion of women." I would now add lo that formula that when the M'aun-
cal condilions for a stralegy's success have altered, the hegenionic ¡brin
uf masculinity is vulnerable lo dIsplacement by other

To construct such an analysis requires a standpoini, and 1 cake the most
defensible one lo he the commiiment to human equality. l'he stand-
point of equality is not an cnd-poinl bol a startintpoint for social anal-
ysis. In relahon lo masculinily it defines the enterprise as one ()I'
niudying up," a oral ter of studying the holders of power in gender rela-
tions with a view to informing strategies for dismantling pairiarchy.
Given the interweaving of structures of inequality, it should also yield
significant information on sintiegic quest -ions about capitalism, rade
relations:imperialisnj, and global poverty.-ThiS is no new obs'drviition,
but it bears repeating. In one of the most literate and penetrating of
essays on the question of Latin American "machismo," Ihe Pertivian
writer Adolph argucd that unchallenged mide supremacy "is one of the
major obstacles to any real progress in this pan of the world." 1 " That is
true of English-speaking parís of the world loo.

•V' I)
""' •-•

0 t

These argumenta are consistent with Lposition in social theory that II-int"'
insista on the historicity of social lile. Practica is,i4tpntional (it responds
to a particular configuration of events and relationships) "anal irtins-
formative (it operates on a given situation and converts it finto a chi.-
ferently conligured one). Que cannot be masculino in a  Ranigular wity

is to say, engage in particular practices constructing a given
form of masculinity) without affecting the conditions in which that
fprm of masculinittao- se: whether- to reproduce them, intensify litem
or subvert them.

Masculinities in history

At-5112Z141/111711=42gilit'S

Eihnographies and histories of gender have now beeome rich enough
lo give us a cicar view of some entone arcas al least. An importan(
negalive conelusion can be thawn immediately. The models of mas-
culinity familiar in Euro/American diseourse simply do not work for
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the realities of gender in other cultures so far as these cultures can be
reconlitTECeabefore colonial or commerciai -domination h the Euro/5(	 ro

menean world. Let me sketch, very briefly, two such cases.

In neo-Confucian  China from the Song to the Qing dynasties (roughly,
the thousand years before this century), the vast majority of the popula-
tion were peasants working family farms, with administration in the
hands of a tax-supported scholar-official class. The heavily patriarchal
gender relations in the dominant class were regulated by an increas-
ingly formal body of rules, an authoritarian developrnent of Confucian
moral and social philosophy. Peasant families were more egalitarian
and less regulated, but the Confucian code remained hegemonic in the
society as a whole."

Promulgated by the state and enforced by state and clan as well as
family patriarchs, the code defined conduct for men not as pursuit of a
unitary ideal of masculinity, but more centrally in terms , o(the right_pr
wrong performance of a network of obligations — towards emperor,
parents, brothers etc. To the extent heroic models were constructed in
Popular drama and tiction, they are unfamiliar types to a Euro/Ameri-
can sensibility. They include emperors marked not by Napoleonic
agency but by a passive authority and transcendente of struggle; and
scholar-politicians marked by guile, persuasiveness, and magic powers.

The difference from European culture is particularly clear in two issues
im—P6T-taritto European constructions of masculinity: soldiering, and
love between men. Neo-Confucian culture deprecated military lite, Sol-
diers were regarded more as licensed thugs (han as ideals of masculini-
ty. One set of clan rules advised men of the clan not to become soldiers,
remarking that this was "another form of loafing," i.e., not what any res-
ponsible_ man would do..Fighting heroes do appear in popular litera-
ture. But, in contrast to Euro/American presumptions, this kind of
heroism is unconnected with active interest in sex with women.

On the other hand, early Confucian culture seems to have been far
more positive about erdtie relationships between men (han European
culture has beim. There was a well-defined literary tradition within (he
upper class celebrating male-to-male love, with such relationships seen
as exemplary rather than decadent. Over time, however, the neo-Con-
fucian philosophers became more hostile to homosexual relationships.
In the twentieth century, the tradition affirming them has been com-
plételSibroken."

In the pre-colonial cultures of Papa New Guinea, with intergroup
warfare walespread and no state culture, a marked gender division of
labor in production, ritual, and figh t ing was usual. Male supremacy was
asserted in most of (hese cultures, but in a context where women often
had cincel access lo productivo resources (e.g., they owned gardens).
The major theme in the formalina of masculinity was_ not entry finto
powerful hierarchical institutions, as in China, but(a ritual and pract leal
seyaration from the world of women, a symbolic construction of
ferenee.

Lidz and Lidz, reflecting on initiation practices, remark how (bis dist in-
guished the course of boys' psychosexual clevelopment from European
patterns, eliminating the "oedipal" period and eroticizing the "laieney"
period. Fíenles now well-known study of the "Sambia" in the misten]
)iighlands, reinforced by other studies of ritualized homosexuality,
shows what from a conventional Euro/American perspeclive is ¡III

astonishing process: the construction of adult heterosexual masculinity
through homosexual rjiiiiióiittliiPs. in tidolescence and early tidulthood.

Schieffelin and Modjeska point to a different cultural form, the "bache- \
lor cults" of Papua New Guinea's southern and western highlands.•

Rather than coercively initiating young males finto the mainstream gen-
der order, (hese culis provided a kind of organized exception to it.
They defined an .idealized masculinity in relation to s'ara women in
sharp distinction from married men's lite with real women. In these
cults a rituaLheterosexuality glossedastrenuously homosocial realny.»

These comments hardly scratch the surface for either region, but are
perhaps enough to demonstrate the fati of gcnuinely different institti-
tionalizatiods of gender in different culture arcas. In (he Chinese case
we can also clearly see the c/wnging institutionalization of masculinity
through the history of the culture. Historical chawge is also implied by
the fine detail of the Papua New Guinea research (though it is obvious-
ly more difficult lo document for cultures without written records).7),
speak of "masculinity" as one and the same entity across (hese ditter-
enCes .. in place and: time is (o desecad finto absurdity. Even a modest
study of this evidente wipes out sociobiology, any scheme of genetie
determinaron, or any ontological or poetic account of male essences,
as credible accounts of masculinity.

lndeed I am torced to wonder whether "masculinity " is in itself a cul-
ture-bound concept that mates hule sense outside Euro/American
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culture. Our conventional meaning for the word "masculinity" is a qual-
ity of an individual, a personal attribute that exists in a greater or lesser
degree; in the mental realm an analogue of physical traits like hairiness
of chest or buik of biceps. The connection of such a concept with the
growth of individualism and the emerging concept of the set( in early-
modern European culture is easy to see. A culture not constructed in
such a way might have little use for the concept of masculinity.

Nevertheless, it is Euro/American culture that is dominant in the world
onw, and which musa be addressed first in any reckoning with our cur--

rent predicament.Imperialism was a massively important event in gen-
der history. Some cultures' gender regimes have been virtually ohliter-
ated by imperialism. (This includes the nativo gender regimes of the
place where 1 am writing: Sydney harbor foreshores had a significant
Aboriginal population at the lime of the white invasion.) All have been
abraded by it. Surviving cultures have attempted to reconstruct them-
selves in relation to Euro/American world dominance, an explosive
process that is perhaps the most important dynamic of gender in the
contemporary world. Responses vary enormously, from the attempted
dismantling of domestic patriarchy in revolutionary China to the inten-
sification of lslamic patriarchy in response to French colonialism in
Algeria."

To make this poínl is nal lo accept that gender effects simply foil"
from class Sases. SiTidey-convincingly argues that Confucian China
Wits ti patriarchal class order in which the crisis of the politico-econom-
ic systeni was inherently also a crisis of the family and gender relations.
Similarly, I  argue that European imperialism and contemporary world
capitalism are gendered social orders with ler d r dynaniiCs ñs power-
ful as their Clam,„dysfiapie,s. The history of how EurOPeáa/krn'' ¿rijan
culture, economy, and states became so dominant and so dangerous is
inherently a history of gender relations (as well as, interwoven with
class relations and race relations). Since the agents_of global domina-
tion were, and are, predominantly men,the historieal analysis of 11 -11S-

eulinity me st be a leading iheme in our understanding of the contera-.-
porary world pulen

Having malle that large clan-21,1 should back it up with a dozen volumes
of evidence; and they have not yet been written. Scrious historical_wark
(In aseines.otm)seulinity,is extremely.rare. All 1 can-Olfe' r here is yet
another sketch, a historical hypothesis about the coursc of events lhal
produce(' contemporary Euro/American	 •masculinilies This sketch is
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informed by the decent research I have been able to locate, but is
necessarily very tentative.

Europe

Four developments in the period 1450-1650 (the "long I fith century"
inIbindelVaSieTul Mirase) markt:177Zr ehanges in European lite
from which we can trace the colisa ruction of modem gender regimes.

on indwiduality oí expression and oil each person's unniediated reta- 	 e-s- rn,r,

tibriship with God led loward the individualism, aml II e concept oí a
transccnding sea., which provided the basas for Ihe modem concept
maseulinit its '11 

The creado]] of Ihe lirst overseas entrares by the Maulle seaboard
suitCs- (POrtugliliiiid Spa .ta, (hen Holland, England, and Franco) was a
genderecl enterprise from the starl, an outgrowth of the segregated
metis occupations of soldiering and sea tradittg. Perhaps Ihe _ pa groap
who became defined as a recognizable "maseuline" cultural type, in the
niúdern sense, were tht....4:221.211412r::. 'I'hey were displaced from cus-
tomary social refittionships, Mien extremely violeta, and chinela' for
the imperial authoritics lo control. All inunetliale conscquence was a
clash over the ethies of conquest and a demand for controls. Las p
Casasehumus denunciation of Spanish atrociiies in the Indijs is
accordingly a very significan' document in the history of masculinity.'' 	 r, I

The growth of cates fticlled by viznercial capitalista - Antwerp, Ton-
-11-aisteaktm - crealed a mass milieu for everydzty life that was

both more anoaymous, and motu coherently regulated, than the coun-
nyside. The ilhaag1.(1 tondino'n of everyday life mate a more Olor-
ougligoing individualism possiblc. In combination with the "first indys- 	 >'• • k

erial revolulion" and the accumulariim of \width from trace, slaving,
an emphasison calculative rationality.	 ,un 'tus]] masculina in the enlrepreneurial subcolture of

I / le sane lime, commercial cines became the milieu (by the ea'- .	 .

The disruption of medieval C:ailatlicism . by the spreatd oftlenaissanee
culture and by Ihe Protestan' lteformation clisrupted ascetie anal cor-a
porate-reli 'II/LIS ideals	 the kind instautionalized 111

MOIlaSlieitipl. On 111C 011CIl:12d, the way was opened for a lirowing
einphasis	 conjuga' 110nm:bold ami oninarried helerosexmiliiy as„

the hegemonic forra oí sextlithly. (bt the other hand, the new engatases 
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ly eighteenth century) for the first sexual subcultures, such as the
791611rfibifles" of London, insututionalizing variations on gender
thernes.n The notion that one must have a personal identity as a man or
a women, rather than a location in social relations as a man or a
women, was hardening.

The onset of large-scale European civil war - the sixteenth-seven-
teenth-century wars of religion, merging loto the dynastic wars of the
seventeenth-eighteenth centuries - disrupted established gender orders
profoundly. A measure of this is the fact that revolutionary struggles
saw the first radical assertions of gender equality in European history,
by religious-cum-political sects like the Quakers. 23 At the same time,
Chis warfare consolidated the stron state structure that is a distinctive
fiature of Euro/American soctety an has provided a very large-scale
institutionalization of men's power. The centrality of warfare in these
déVelopments meant that armies became a crucial part of the develop-
ing state apparatus, and  military performance be.ca,me_an unavoidable
issue in the construction- of masculinities.

We can speak of a gender order existing by the eighteenth century in
Which masculinity as a cultural form had been produced and in which

predomina	

e.., el.' -	 - '.i.„„	 ...., t.t
we can define a he emonic form of masculini . This was the masculini-	 1_9 ed-444' .....1

predominan the lives o men of the sienta, the politícally domi- u	 JrZ,,,,tv"
1nant class in most of Europe and North America. 	 e, r

Economically based on land ownership, gentry masculinity did not
emphasize rational calculation. It was not strortgly_individualized, being 	 1114	 o
tied	 networks.lritish politics in the age of Walpole 	 a

and the Pitts, for instance, generally followed family lines, and the state
structure was organized by patronage. Masculinity was not strongly
regulated, allowing a good deal of negotiation over its terms, to the
point of public gender-switching in the celebrated case of the Chevalier
d'Eon in the 1770s.

e	
Iz

Some regulation was provided by a code of honor, both family and per- can

sonal. The gentry was integrated with the state in the cense that they
orlen were the local state (justices of the peace in Britain effectively
controlled rural society), and they staffed the military apparatus. The
gentry provided the officers for armies and navies and orlen recruited
the rank and filo themselves. At the intersection between Chis direct
involvement in violence and the ethic of honor was the institution of d afri
the duel. Willingness to face an opponent in a potentially lethal 0w-to-ba..
one combat became a key test of gentry masculinity.'-4

Transfornuaions of hegemonie forms

'Elle history of hegemonic li tros ol Num/American masculinity in the
!listtwo hundred yeitrs is the hisifiry ()Libe...displacer/sem, splitting,_and....-,--44... 
remalung of gentry masculinity. Because 1 have limiled space 1 ata very
sumnurry ;u ibis point. Political revolution, industrializalion, :mil the
growth of bureaucratie surte apparatuses saw the displacenient of gen-
tY,Tr-masCulididy by more caleulative rational, and reguktted mascidini-
ties. The büreauerat and the businessman were produced as social
balé,'	 -. ....

.1.21. The economie base of the landed gentry declined, and with it the
onentation of kinship and honor. Violence was split off from political
power, in the core countries; Mr Cilatistone did not light dock, nor load_ , .....
armies. Rather, violence became a specialty. As nutss anules were insti-
tutionalized so was the officer corps. This became the reposilory 19
much ol the gentry code. The Dreyfus affair in France was sliaped by
this code; the Prussian officer corps was perhaps its must filllIMIS

exemplar. Bill violence was now combine(' with an emphasis on ratio-
nality: we see the emergeni:e of military seienee. If Las Casas 's 'listí:y
of the babes was a key d()cument of early-modern masculinity, perhaps
the nineleenth century equivalent was Clausewitz's On War - Clause-
;yaz heing one of the reformers of the Prussian army. It was bureau-

)cratically rationalized violence as a social technique, just as much as
superiority of weapons, that made European s'ates and European seo- 	 0
lers almost invincible in the colonial frontier expansion of the nine-
teenth century."

But this technique risked destroying the society that sustained it. Global
war led to revolutionary upheaval in 1917-19 23. In much of Europe
the capitalist order was only stabilized, alter halla generaticm of flirt her
struggle, by fascist movements that glorified irrali(mality and the unre- ) 0.4 e-4 j u't
strained violence of the frontline soldier. And the dynamics ()I * fascism	 re,
soon enough lcd lo a new and oven mide devastating global war.

Thedefeat of fascism in the lis:cond World War cut off the institution-
of a hegemonic masculinity marked by irrationality and per-..

sonal violence. HUI it certainly did 1101 end the bureaucratic
of violente. The Red Arme and U.S. armed [orces, which

triumplied in 1945, confirme(' lo grow in destructive capability. Less
technically advanced anules rcmained, in China, Pakistan, Indonesia,
Argentina, and ('hile, central lo the ',tilines of their respective Mates.
The growth (rt'destructive capability through the application of scienee
to sveapons development has, however, given a new signilicanee lo
teehnical expertise.



This paralleled developments in other parts of the economy. The enor-
moils írowth df saool and university systensduririg thie twelitieth cen-
tüiyibe multiplyirizIíraT:rorpriírésiiWilirikeupations with claims
to specialized expertise, the  increasing political si  nificance Qf tech-
rakigy, and the growth of initrination industries, are aspects of a large-
scale change in culture and production systemsikar has seen a fariher
sptitling ornineteehth-century hegemonic masculinity.

Masculinity organized around !Ion:humee was increasingly incompat- ,
or anized around e y ert :li ejussinii 910 kno,w1-1.

ed . Management split froal2ProressiOns," and SbneariiiiSsis Silw
Opower increasingly in the hands of the professionals. Factional divi-

sions opened in both capitalist ruling classes and communist elites be-
tween those pursuing coercive strategies towards workers (conserva-
tives/hard-liners) and those depending on technological success and
economic growth that allow integrative strategies (liberals/reformers).
The emocional pattern of Reaganite politics in the United States
centered on a revival of the first of these inflections of masculinity and
a rejection of the second. In the 1992 U.S. presidential campaign, both
Bush and Clinton image-makers seemed to be trying to blend the
two.26
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Subordinated forms

So far I have been sketching the hegemonic masculinities of the domi- 	 •
nant class and race in the dominant countries of the world-system. But
this, obviously, is far from being the whole picture. The hegemonic 
form of masculinity is generally not the oniy form, and often is not jhe 	 , „c./ 
riíost common form. Hegemony is a question of retations of cultural „J".
dommation, not of head-counts.

On a world scale this is even more obviously trae. The patterns of mas-
culinity just outlined are formed in relation to the whole complex struc-
ture of hender relations. In terms of other masculinities, they exist a in

1 tension with the- hegemonic masculinities of subordinated classes and
races, with subordinated masculinities in their own class and race
ntilieu, and with the patterns of masculinity current in other parts of the

jWürld order. To offer even a sketch of this structure, tet alune analyze
/ its dynamics,is a tal) order; again I shall have to settle for indications.

The historical displacernent of the gentry by businessmen and bureau-
erais in core countries was plainly linked to the transformation of pea-
sants into working chismes ami the creation of working-class hegemonic
masculinities as cultural forms. l'he separation of household from
workplace in the hielo' y system, the dominance of the wage form, and
the development of industrial struggle, were conditions for the emer-
gence of forms of masculinity organized around wagc-earningcapachyl yr:
skill and endurapice in labor, domestic , patriarchy, and como vive stih-
darily arnonlwalecarnsrs.

The expulsion of wotnen from industries such as coalmininguzimiug.
ant011171EirT—Wiís-I1V2 niomeni in die form'itintra mascul, t4t 4 . t..

tit
The craft uníon niovement can be seen as its instinitionalization. 
e growing power of organized labor in the last decades of the tinte-

teenth and first decacles of the twentieth century was one of the main
pressures on the masculinity of the dominant class that led (o the splits
between political alternativos (fascist, liberal, conservative) already
mentioned.27

At much the same time the masculinity of the dominant class was
purged in terms of idenlity and object choice. As gay historians have
shown, the late nineteenth century was the lime , when "the homo-
sexual" as a social type was constructed, to a considera t. exttnt
through the deployment of medical and penad power. At earlier periods
of history sodomy had been officially seen as an act, the potent ial for
which existed in any man who gave way to libertinage. From the point
of view of hegemonic masculinity, this change meant that the potentid
for homoerotic pleasure was expelled from the masculine and located
in a deviant„group (symbolically assimilated lo women or lo beasls).
There was no mirror-type of "the heterosexual"; rather, heterosexuality
became a required connolation of manliness. The contradiction be-
tweernhis rapidly-solitlifying definition and the actual conditions of
emocional life among men in military and paramilitary groups reached
crisis level in fascism. I I fuelle(' I I itler 's nitirder of Roehm and his purgo
()I' the Stormtroopers in 934.2'

On the frontier of set tlement, regulation was ineffective, violente en-
demic, physical conditions harsh. Industries such as mining offered
spectacular profits on a chancy ',asís. A vcry imbalanced sex ratio al-
lowcd a homosocial masculinization of the frontier. Phillips, in an
important study ()I' the New Zeitland case, draws the contras' between '	 ;two groups of men and two images of masculinity: the brawling single 	 c,J.

1 ?)vi SO-/
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frontiersman and the settled marrit1.1 pioneer_farmer. The distinction is
familiar in the American and Canadian west too. The state, Phillips
argues, was hostile to the social disorder generated by the masculine
work and pub culture of the former group. Accordingly, it encouraged
family settlement and might promote women's interests. It is notable
that such frontier oreas were the earliest where women won the vote.
Nevertheless culis of frontier masculinity (Daniel Boone, the cowboys,
Paul Bunyan, the diggers, the shearers, the Voortrekkers) continued as
a characteristic pan of sexual ideology in former colonies of settlement
such as the United States, South Africa, and Australia)"

In colonies where local populations were not displaced but turned finto
)	 a subordinated IaborlorceiWuch of Latin America India East Indies)

„( 4.). X° 	 tlí situation was more complex aa. It is a familiar suggestion that
).e	 ki? Latin mericairtrilaísiiid" Ivas. a prciduct -ofthe interpla• y of cultoreste

t - g	 under colonialism. The conquistadors provided both provocation and
o e	 módel; Spanish Catholicism provided the ideology of female abnega-

tion; ami	 .oppression blocked other claims of men to power. Pearlman__ .
shows that this pattern is also a question of women's agency. Machismo
is not the ideology goveming men's relations with women in the sub-
sistence-farming Mazatec people, where gender relations are much
more egalitarian.OuM17;tion and commodification are changing Chis,
but even so, the young Mazatec men whe are picking up a hyper-mas-
culine style from the wider Mexican culture are torced indo code-
switching at home because older women and men will not play along.3"

I Nevertheless, it is the Mazatec gender order that is under pressure in
the interaction, not the national Mexican. Internationally it is Euro/
American culture and institutions that supply the content of global
mass media, design the commodities and the labor process of pro-
dbeing Mem, and regulate the accumulation of resources. This power is
the stroogest force redefining men's place in gender relations outside
the North Atlantic

Contemporary polities

The present monten:

If this historical outline has some validity, it should give us purchase un
what is happening in the lives of men and women in the "first world" at
the present time. It suggests, most obviously, that we should sce con-
temporary changes in masculinity not as the softening (or luirdening)of

a unitary "sex role;' hin as a field of instilutional and interpersonal
chtiniésthiliugh Whicha multilateral strugglc for hegemony in gender
reHTilibrisTánd ad -Vantage in othér structures, is pursued.

The distinctive feature of the present moment in gender relations in
first ;World countries is the fact oí upen challenges to men's power, in
the form of feminism, and to institutionalized heterosexuality, in the
form—of lesbian and gay men's movements. We must distinguish be-
tween the presence of these movements from the operating poner they
have won, which is often disappointingly small. Whatever the 'Mins 1()
their gains, and the success of the conservativo backlash, the historie
fact that these movements are here un the scene structures the whole
politics of gender and sexual ity in new ways.

These challenges are being worked out in a. comes' of technological
chango and econornic restructuring (e.g., the decline of heavy industry
in old industrial centers), globalization of market relati(mships and
commercial mass communication (e.g., the crumbling of Eastern-E uro-
pean command economies), widening wealth inequalities and chnmic
tensions in first-world/third-world relativos (e.g., the Vietnam war, the
debt crisis, the Gulf War). Eaclau2Shatzeahasiu_gentler
dimension.

11•000MOSNIII0M.

Comestation in hegemonic masculinity

Earlier in the twentieth cent ury a split began to open in the liegemonic
masculinity of the dominan' classes, between a masculinity organizsd. 	. , . 
around interpersonal dominance and one organized 'omitid knowledge
mil expertise.se. Under the pressure of labor movements and first-wave
feminism, and in the contexi of the growing scale of mass production,
dominance and expertise ceased to be nuances within the one mascu-
linity and became visibly different strategies for operating and defend-
ing the patriarchal capitalist order. In some settings distinct inst Misional 1
bases for diese two variants hardened: line management versus proles-
sions, field command versus general staff, promotion based on
tical experience versus university training. Political ideologies and
styles – conservatism versus liberalism, confrontation versus consensos
politics – al so clustered aniund t his division.

Feminism in the 1970s and 19SOu °hen futmd itself allied with the
líberal/professional sitie in this contestation, for a variety of reasons.



The patriarchal counter-attack on feminism, conversely, rapidly be-, 
came associated with the masculinity of dominance. Early attempts to
Bija - a—sciernifiCbasisfor the counter-attack, such as Goldberg's The
Ineviwbility of Patriarchy, were faintly ludicrous and had titile infiu-
ence.31 Much more powerful was the cultural backing given by authori- o ,
taran natriarchal churches. Perhaps the most successful of all antifemi- .
rilit operations in the last 20 years has been (he  Catholic church's	 o	 .

( 4	 attacks on contraception, abortion, and sexual freedom for women. bt

The reassertion of a dominance-based masculinity has been much dis-
cussed in popular culture. To my mind its mostinteresting form is not
Rambo movies but the 1980s culi of the "entrepreneur" in business.
Here gender imagery, institutional change, and political strategy inter-
sect. The deregulation policies of new-right governments in the 1980s
dismantled Keynesian strategies for social integration via expert
macro-economic regulation. The credibility of the new policies rested
on the image of a generation of entrepreneurs whose wealth-creating
energies were waiting to be unleashed. That this stratum was masculine
is culturally unquestionable. Among other things, their management
jargon is full of lurid gender terminology: thrusting entrepreneurs,
opening up virgin territory, aggressive lending, etc.
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Notions of equal opportunity and advancement by merit appealed in a
technbcratic style of management. Much feminist activity was located
in universities and professions. Liberal feminism (the strongest current
in feminism) as an enlightenment project found itself on the same ter-
ruin, and using much the same political language, as progressive liberal-
ism and reformist labor.

New-right ideology naturalizes these social practices, that is, treats
them as part of the order of nature. But in fact the shift of economic
power into the hands of this group was very conjunctural. The opera-
tions of the entrepreneurs were essentially in finance, not production.
Key practices such as the leveraged management buy-out (in the
United States and the construction of highly-geared conglomerates (in
Australia) depended on the institutional availability of massive credit at
high rates of interest (junk bonds and bank consortium loans). The
political interest in sustaining a huge diversion of funds from produc-
live investment was limited, but the "entrepreneurs" could not stop.
The growing contradiction between this particular inflection of the
masculinity of dominance and the need of the rest of the dominant
cliásfoi economic stability led to denunciations of greed and in the.
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later 1980s to a virtual withdrawal of political support.

The political damage-control has generally taken the form of attempts
to show these episodes were an aberratitm, not that they resabed from
a mistaken strategy. Deregulation and the roll - back of the welfare state
remains a powerful agenda in the politics of the rich countries, and
neoconservative regimes confino(' to be electorally successful. It is in
the interna] politics of the suite that we see most clearly the new dirce-
(ion in the contest between dominance and expertise. What Yeatinan
calls the "managerialist agenda" in the reconstruction of the state oceti-
pies the terrain of expertise. lis ideology is provided by neoclassical
economics, and its operating language is provided by a management
science legitimated by university business schoois and rapidly spread-
ing through the universities thernselves. But it detached the notion oí
expertise from the liberal/reformist polities of the Keynesian era and
the humanist commiunents that had allowed al least a partial allianee
with feminism."

Managerialists and lechno • ritis do rol direc(ly confront ferninist pro-
grams but under-fund or shrink them in the name of efficieney and
volunteerism. Equal-opportunity principies are accepted as efficient
personnel management ideas, but no funds are committed for Minina-
tive action to make equal opportunity a vehicle of social ehange.
Research and training funds are poured int() arcas of men's employ-
ment (for instance the Australian government is currently pushing
science and technology) because of the perceived need to make the
country "competitive in International markets."

Speculating a hule, 1 think we are secing the construction of a new
variant of helemonic masculinity. It has itiechnoeratic rather iban con-
frontationist style, but it is misolynist lis before. It chanteteristically
(mermes through the indireet mechanisms of financial administration.
It is legitimated by an ideology centering on an economic theorY whose o/'
most distinctive feature is its bkinket exclusion from discutirse of v••°-'" •.	 .

57 S'woinen's unpititi wyck - which, as Waring bitterly but accunttely puts it,
"counts for nothing" in economic science."

Challenges: 71hernative" /MISCH lillilit'S

C(mtestalion for the Itegemonie position is familiar. What is novel, in
Euro/American history, is open challenge to hegemonic masculinity as
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such. Such challenges were sparked by the challenge to men's power as
a whole made by contemporary feminism. Feminism may not have
been adopted by many men, but an awareness of feminism is very wide-

, spread indeed.

In the course of a recent life-history study among Australian men, this
point emerged clearly. Almost all the men we interviewed had some
idea of what feminism was and (eh the need to take some position on it.

Their positions ranged from essentialist rejeetion:

I think the feminist movement's gone too far. Because women are women,
they've got lo be women. The feminista, as 1 say - the true, die-hand feminista
- have taken it past the extreme, and comed women, those women, loto
nonentities now. They're not women any more. (Computer technician, het-
erosexual, 30)

via way endorsement, usually making an exception of bra-burning
. _

extremists:

1 think they have a just cause, because they have son of been oppressed. Well
they certainly have been oppressed. And it would he a better world if once
Chis equality comes. But extremista spot it for those who want it lo change.
But change, so everybody can be happy. (Technical teacher, heterosexual, 40)

to full-blown acceptance of feminism:

Cenain times in my life	 been the most important ideal for me and Pire just
done lois and loes of work on il. (Trainee nurse, heterosexual, 22)

The Iast kind of response is rare, though it is important in detining poli-
tical possibilities. The life stories of men who reached this point via
environmental politics show the importante of a direct encounter with
feminist activism among women. Given the massive bias of media
against feminism, more indirect acquaintance is extremely unlikely to
lead to a positive response from men.'

The challenge lu hegemonie maseulinily among this group of men
matnly takes the forra of an attempt to re-make the self. Most of them
started off with a fairty conventional gender frajcaory, and they carne
to see a personal reconstruetionas required. This turns out lo be emo-
tionally very difficult. The growthinovement techniques available lo
them do not deliver the political analysis, support, or follow-through

that the project actually requi res. ()n'y a few, and those only marginally,
have moved beyond ibis individualist framework lo (he search for a
collective politics of gender anumg men.

A collective politics is precisely (he basis of the challenge lo liegemon ic
heterosexuality mounted by gay liberation. At une levet this challenge
;vis delivered simply by the presence of an upen gay milieu based oil
sex and friendship. "Coming out" is experienced us entering a social
network, not just as entering a sexual praclice. As a gay man in the
same study put it:

Rage, rage, rage - lers do everyüling you've tlenied yourselr kir 25 veas
let's gel int° il and llave a II( tott time sexually, and go 011l imaging and Mote -
ing and drinking, (Transpon worker, gay, 25)

The collective work required was lo construct the network and nego-
tiate a social presence for This meara dealings with (he state authuri-
ties, e.g. the pollee; economic mobilization, the so-called "pink capital-
ism"; and organizing political representation, the most famous repre--
sentative being Harvey Mi lk in the United S'ates."

Most of Ibis went no further Iban a politics of pluralist accommodation,
analogous, as Altman has pointed out, to claims for political space by
ethnic minorities in the United Mates. It was this assimilationist pro-
gram that was disrupted in the early 1980s by the 1-11V epidemic and:
the need for a renewed struggle against the meclicalization and crimi-
nalization of homosexuality.

But in gay liberation, from very early on, was a Mt.leil more radical,
indeeit revolutionary, challenge to hegemonic mlisculinily. The sloglin
"Lvery straightMan is a target for gay liberation!" jokingly anches both
an open-ended libcrtarianism and the point that gays cannot be free
from oppression while heterosexual masculinity remains as it is. Draw-
ing on Freudian ideas, some gay theorists arguecl that the repression of I
homosexual affect among straight men was a key source of 'heir ati-1
thoritarianism and violence. 'Mese ideas have never been lurned loto
an effeclive practica' polilics; hui lhey remain an important moment oí.
critique."
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Deconstructions of working-eloss ~miro:ny

"Rige, rage, rage" is exactly what the settled married farmer, or (he re-
spectable married working man, cannot do. Donaldson irgues that the
link between the  family-household and the workplace, rather iban the
wl—rkplaa- itsel? is the mos on which working-class masculinity is
falmed ft finds politichrexpression in a community-based, formally-
tirganized labor .mOvement and is sustained by a sharp gender division
of fab&-between wage-earning husband and child-raising wife. These
points have been well documented in recen( Australian research on
sexual politics in working-class communities»

But with the collapse of the postwar boom, the abandonment of full
employment as a policy goal by modern states, and the shift to market
discipline by buliness strategists (an aspect of the contestation dis-
éussed earlier), the conditions of this gender regime in working-class
communities have chtínged : Significant proportions of the working
&á-S fieelong "--term structural unemployment. Trama! working-
class masculinit is being deconstructed.bylmpersonal forces, whether
the men concemerle ,it qr„p'

Young men respond to this situation in different ways. They may
attempt to promote themselves out of the Wqrking class, via education
and training. They may accept their poor Chances of promotion and
develop a slack, complicit masculinity. Or they may fight against the
powers that be, rejecting school, skirmishing with the police, getting
roto crime."

The tattoo-and-motorcycle style of aggressive white working-class
masculinity is familiar enough; Metcalfe even comments on the "larri-

i kin mode of class struggle." It has generally been understood as linked
with stark homophobia, misogyny, and domestic patriarchy. Our inter-
views with young unemployed men suggest that this pattern too is being
deconstructed in a significant way. The public display of protest mascu-
linity continues. But it can coexist with a hreakdown in the domestic
gender division of labor, with an acceptance of women's economic
equality, and an interest in children, which would not he expected from
traditional accounts.39

Since structural unemployment in first-world countries is most likely to
affect members of oppressed ethnic groups, such a deconstruction
must interweave with race politics. American discussions of mascu-

linity in urban black ghettos show this interplay in one dramatie forro.
In taller parts of the world it does not necessarily foil" the sane
course. For instante, some Australian work on the making of mascu-
linity in multi-ethnic inner-city cnvironments suggest a more negoliat-
ed, though stil I racially-st ructured, ouicome.'"

What the evidente does show unequivocally is that working-class mas-
dilinities are no more set in concrete (han are ruling-class masculinilies
- though in a bourgeois culi tire they are much more hable tu stereo-
typed represen tation. The conscious attempts at building a counter-
sexist heterosexual masefilinity have mainly occurred in middle-class
milTe-ux: Some socialist explorations did occur but are now mostly
gotten. I would argue that a progressive sexual politics cantan afford lo
be class-blind. ft must look lo the settings of working-class lile, :mil
existing forms of working-class collective action, as vital arenas uf
sexual politics.

Afterword

To cover the territory of Ibis anide is to skate fas over dangerously
(hin ice. For much of the story the evidenlial hasis is still very slight;
that is why I have called it a sketch and a historical hypothesis.

But this is the scale on which we have to think, if (he major problems
about men in gender relations are lo gel sorled out. For too long the
discussion of masculinity has beca bogged down in psychological read-
ings of the issue, most orlen in an ego-psychology based on an extreme
individualism. We need to lea the hreexes	 economics, instil u-
tional sociology, and history blow through the psychology.	 'pay
puff strategíes of reform :tWay from an individualized
therapy towards aZillective poli/ ics of gcnder equality.

At the time ofwrit:17,1ZOst popular English-lahguage book about
masculinity is a deeply reactionary work by the American pool Robert
f3ly , eitlied !ron John. - The lace that significant numbers of middle-
class North American men are at t meted lo a view of masculinity which
is nativist, separatist, honmphobic and expressed through concocted
myths of ¿luciera men's Smits, is a disturbing index of current sexual
politics.
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Yet oven here a dialectic can be seen. For Elly's "mythopoetic men's
movement" has moved beyond an individualized masculinity-therapy

1 to emphasize collective processes, gatherings of men to enact rituals
and generate solidarity. If that awareness can be connected with a pro-
feminist, pro-gay agenda, we will have less drum-beating among the
trees, but we may actually be moving towards gender equality.
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